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key takeaways
Brierley+Partners, Aimia, epsilon, ICF olson 
1to1, And Bond Brand Loyalty Lead The Pack
Forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
Brierley+Partners, Aimia, Epsilon, iCF olson 1to1, 
and Bond Brand loyalty lead the pack. Merkle 
loyalty solutions, kobie Marketing, Comarch, 
Crowdtwist, HelloWorld, Collinson group, and 
inte Q offer competitive options. sessionM is a 
contender in the space.

B2C Marketing Pros Are Looking For reliable 
Technology And Services Partners
the customer loyalty solutions market remains 
relevant because more B2C marketing 
professionals see it as a way to attract, identify, 
and engage their best customers. Marketers trust 
loyalty solutions providers to act as strategic 
partners, advising them on how to best earn 
customers’ loyalty and providing technology 
solutions to execute on these strategies.

Agility, Insight, And Innovation Are Key 
Differentiators
Competitive offerings are reaching product 
parity and equal scale. going forward, agility, 
innovation, and tailored strategic guidance will 
dictate which providers will lead the pack and 
help clients earn the emotional and behavioral 
loyalty of their customers.

Why read this report
in our 30-criteria evaluation of customer 
loyalty solutions, we identified the 13 most 
significant ones — Aimia, Bond Brand loyalty, 
Brierley+Partners, Collinson group, Comarch, 
Crowdtwist, Epsilon, HelloWorld, iCF olson 
1to1, inte Q, kobie Marketing, Merkle loyalty 
solutions, and sessionM — and researched, 
analyzed, and scored them. this report shows 
how each provider measures up and helps B2C 
marketing professionals make the right choice.
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loyalty Marketers Aspire to Evolve their Programmatic strategies

today’s empowered consumers want more than points and discounts in exchange for their loyalty 
to brands: they demand context, relevance, and individualized treatment that makes them feel 
valued.1 As a result, brands must move beyond today’s programmatic and transactional approaches 
to loyalty that sit within the confines of the marketing department. the most successful brands treat 
their loyalty strategy as an enterprisewide responsibility that coordinates tactics across departments 
like marketing, customer experience, corporate strategy, product, and customer service. But while 
the marketers we talk to fundamentally agree with this vision, in practice they struggle to overcome 
the inertia of how they’ve traditionally addressed loyalty. to that end, as part of this Forrester Wave 
evaluation, we surveyed 99 customers of the customer loyalty provider vendors in this Forrester Wave 
and found that they:

 › Want to impact relationships across the life cycle. respondents indicate that the top objectives 
for their loyalty initiatives span engagement, retention, and new customer acquisition (see Figure 1). 
this is aligned with Forrester’s research findings as well; opportunities to influence customer loyalty 
occur at every stage of the customer life cycle, not just when a customer makes a repeat purchase.2

 › Plan to invest in customer experience improvements. Eighty percent of respondents indicated 
that they plan to increase spending on member and customer experience improvements — the 
top category for investment growth.3 Customer experience quality is a key driver of retention, 
enrichment, and advocacy.4 And while a brand does not need a loyalty program to experience 
the loyalty benefits of delivering a great customer experience, Forrester’s research shows that 
programs can play a role in enhancing consumers’ perceptions of the experience; the explicit 
benefits that programs offer and the insight they collect about customer behavior and preferences 
give brands a leg up when it comes to making customers feel valued and appreciated.5

 › Still lean on loyalty solutions providers for programmatic support. While we see signs that 
loyalty marketers are starting to evolve their approach to customer loyalty, currently they leverage 
their loyalty solutions providers primarily to support program execution and measurement 
including member management (80%), reporting and dashboard (74%), rewards and redemption 
management (64%), and fulfillment of rewards (58%). nearly half also leverage their provider for 
operational services to help them manage the program on a day-to-day basis.6

 › Seek additional guidance to take their strategies to the next level. loyalty teams are often 
lean — meaning the bulk of their effort is expended managing program operations rather than 
thinking strategically about how to evolve their programs. And while just over half of respondents 
utilize their loyalty providers’ strategy design capabilities, the references we spoke with 
overwhelmingly told us they are hungry for even more strategic guidance from their providers 
and look to them as beacons for where they should be pointing their loyalty strategies. the top 
two areas where they’d like to see their vendor improve include “better innovation to take our 
strategies to the next level,” and “provide industry-specific guidance.”7
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FIGUre 1 Marketers invest in loyalty initiatives to Engage, retain, And Acquire Customers

“What are the top three business objectives for your customer loyalty 
program/initiatives?”

26%

27%

37%

56%

58%

Enrich customer relationships

Boost customer pro�tability

Acquire new customers

Retain existing customers

Engage customers

Base: 99 respondents (not all responses shown)

Source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 Global Customer Loyalty Solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer Reference 
Online Survey

Providers Invest To Meet Current And Future Loyalty Marketer Needs

Forrester’s research shows that companies are continuing to invest in customer loyalty solutions: 
32% of global marketing decision makers whose firm focuses primarily on B2C indicate that their 
organization is implementing or is expanding implementation of loyalty solutions. An additional 15% 
indicate that their organization is planning to implement this year.8 And 79% of the vendors’ customer 
references we surveyed plan to maintain or increase their investments with their provider in the next 
12 to 18 months.9 We expect that the majority of this investment will funnel toward designing and 
executing loyalty programs, but established providers continue to evolve their capabilities to meet 
current requirements, drive future growth, and set their offering apart in a mature market. specifically, 
they presented road maps focused on:

 › Investing in platform delivery and functionality. All the vendors we evaluated go to market 
with configurable productized platforms.10 Many are shifting their attention to software-as-a-
service (saas) configuration and cloud-based deployment options to better meet varying client 
requirements, improve their scalability and time-to-market, and ensure all clients have fast access 
to updates and new functionality. some vendors, like Crowdtwist, Merkle loyalty solutions, 
and sessionM, have always gone to market with saas loyalty platforms. others like Aimia, 
Brierley+Partners, Collinson group, and Epsilon that traditionally favored vendor-hosted solutions 
now offer saas versions of their platform for clients that don’t need as much customization or 
want more self-service tools. the vendors also told us they are exploring investments in new 
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technologies like intelligent agents, location-based services, and chatbots to enhance their 
platform capabilities and enable more contextual interactions. this point aligns with the customer 
references that tell us the vendors’ technology features and functionality is most important to 
selection (see Figure 2).

 › enhancing insight capabilities. one of the biggest benefits of a loyalty program is access to 
identified customer data, but many loyalty marketers don’t have the skills to make sense of that 
data or act on the insights created from it. in fact, the top challenge for customers of the loyalty 
providers evaluated was personalizing offers, content, and experiences based on behavior (55%).11 
And the gap between data collected and data used to personalize interactions persists: 74% of 
marketers collect customer preference data, but only 45% are using it.12 their cry for help is not 
falling on deaf ears. More than two-thirds of the vendors in this Forrester Wave are leveraging 
best-in-class visualization tools like tableau, are in the process of refining and developing their roi 
models, and have planned investments in self-learning algorithms and improving their dashboard 
and reporting capabilities to empower clients to better understand, predict, and respond to 
customer behavior.

 › Developing richer partner ecosystems. loyalty solutions work best when they’re tightly 
integrated with the data and systems that power customer experiences across channels 
and interaction points. rather than duplicating the functionality and capabilities offered by 
rewards providers, campaign management solutions, visualization tools, email providers, social 
identification, or mobile app developers, most of the vendors in this space focus on developing 
and nurturing partnerships — or at the very least APi-based integrations — with leading providers 
in these categories to help clients do more with their loyalty strategies and enhance delivery across 
channels without distracting from core loyalty specializations. Customer feedback supports this 
increased focus on partnership strategy: 63% of the reference clients agreed that their provider has 
an extensive partner ecosystem that supports their loyalty needs.13

 › Breaking the loyalty program mold. overwhelmingly, the customer loyalty providers we evaluated 
presented visions addressing both the behavioral and emotional needs of consumers and increasing 
customer engagement. While most of their current clients leverage their products and services for 
loyalty programs, they are all laying the groundwork to help clients build strategies that go further. 
For example, Brierley+Partners, iCF olson 1to1, inte Q, and kobie Marketing have launched or are 
developing frameworks and services to help clients design programs that address and measure 
the impact of emotion. Bond Brand loyalty launched a service offering focused on helping brands 
deliver unstructured loyalty strategies. Crowdtwist, HelloWorld, and sessionM focus their offerings 
on sparking interest and engagement. And both Epsilon and Merkle loyalty solutions have 
capabilities to help clients more effectively leverage loyalty data to fuel life-cycle interactions through 
integration with advertising technology (adtech) platforms and larger CrM strategies.
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Customer loyalty solutions Evaluation overview

to assess the state of the customer loyalty solutions market and see how the vendors stack up against 
each other, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of top customer loyalty solutions 
vendors. After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we 
developed a comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. We evaluated vendors against 30 criteria, which 
we grouped into three high-level buckets:

 › Current offering. Forrester’s evaluation criteria are oriented toward the needs of enterprise 
customers. in this section, we evaluated each vendor against six dimensions of capabilities for its 
current offering: loyalty strategy services, loyalty management, loyalty marketing, measurement and 
analytics, account services, and technology platform and execution.

 › Strategy. Here, we evaluated each vendor’s product and service strategy. these criteria assessed 
road map, revenue growth, customer retention, global execution, and pricing strategy, all of which 
evaluate how well each vendor’s approach positions them for market leadership.

 › Market presence. to determine the size of the vendors’ loyalty business, we evaluated total loyalty 
technology and services revenue, number of employees dedicated to customer loyalty, and the size 
of each vendor’s customer base. these criteria, which have no weight in terms of overall scoring, 
determine the size of the symbol on the Forrester Wave graphic.

FIGUre 2 technology Capability is key to getting on Marketers’ Customer loyalty solutions’ shortlist

“Which of the following are the most important factors you considered when 
selecting your loyalty program service provider?”

28%

30%

35%

37%

57%

Account management

The scalability of their platform

The value they deliver

The vendor’s overall reliability
and consistency

The features and functionality of the technology
(hardware, software, applications) that they use

Base: 83 respondents

(respondents selected up to �ve factors; not all responses shown)

Source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 Global Customer Loyalty Solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer Reference 
Online Survey
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evaluated Vendors And Inclusion Criteria

Forrester included 13 vendors in the assessment: Aimia, Bond Brand loyalty, Brierley+Partners, 
Collinson group, Comarch, Crowdtwist, Epsilon, HelloWorld, iCF olson 1to1, inte Q, kobie Marketing, 
Merkle loyalty solutions, and sessionM. Each of these vendors (see Figure 3):

 › Sells a comprehensive customer loyalty solution. Each vendor invited to participate in this 
Forrester Wave evaluation has a branded proprietary technology platform for loyalty and delivers 
professional services to support execution. these solutions deliver end-to-end loyalty strategy, 
management, measurement, and marketing support.

 › owns significant mindshare and supports the global market for loyalty. the vendors we 
included demonstrate significant customer bases in north America and/or Europe and focus on 
enterprise customers (at least one-third of customers are $1B+) with complex loyalty requirements. 
these requirements include the ability to deliver loyalty programs at scale, manage numerous 
integrations with legacy environments and partners, and manage large volumes of member 
interactions and data. We also looked for vendors with strong interest from Forrester clients and 
that compete for similar business as per Forrester’s assessment of the competitive landscape.

 › Has a product now in general release that is in use by at least 25 clients. the vendors we 
included in this Forrester Wave have solutions that were generally available at the time of data 
collection with at least seven customer references available for contact.
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FIGUre 3 Evaluated Vendors: Product information And selection Criteria

Vendor

Aimia

Bond Brand Loyalty

Brierley+Partners

Collinson Group

Comarch

CrowdTwist

Epsilon

HelloWorld

ICF Olson 1to1

Inte Q

Kobie Marketing

Merkle Loyalty Solutions

SessionM

Product evaluated

Aimia Loyalty Platform-Enterprise (ALP-E)
Aimia Loyalty Platform-SaaS (ALP-SaaS)

Synapze

LoyaltyOnDemand

Loyalty

Comarch Loyalty Management (CLM)

CrowdTwist Enterprise

Agility Loyalty

Human Loyalty

Tally

Loyalty IQ and Customer IQ

Alchemy

LoyaltyPlus

SessionM Platform

Product version
evaluated

Version 10
Version 2017.1

7th Generation

4.7.1

N/A

5.3

N/A

V1.7

N/A

6.6

Core 2.0

8.4

N/A

N/A

1. The vendor has an end-to-end loyalty solution with a branded proprietary technology platform for 
loyalty and delivers professional services to support execution.

2. The vendor has signi�cant mindshare and supports the global market for loyalty. The vendor 
demonstrates signi�cant customer bases in North America and/or Europe and has a focus on enterprise 
customers (at least one-third of customers are $1B+).

3. The vendor has a product in general release that is in use by at least 25 clients, and the vendor can 
provide at least seven customer references for contact.

Vendor inclusion criteria
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Vendor Profiles

this evaluation of the customer loyalty solutions market is intended to be a starting point only. We 
encourage clients to view detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their 
individual needs through the Forrester Wave Excel-based vendor comparison tool (see Figure 4). 
Download this tool by clicking “save” on the following figure and then “Download Xls.”

FIGUre 4 Forrester Wave™: Customer loyalty solutions, Q3 ’17

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong

Go to Forrester.com
to download the 
Forrester Wave tool for 
more detailed product 
evaluations, feature 
comparisons, and 
customizable rankings.

Market presence

Aimia
Bond Brand Loyalty

Brierley+Partners

Collinson Group
Comarch

CrowdTwist
Epsilon

HelloWorld
Inte Q

Kobie Marketing

Merkle Loyalty Solutions
ICF Olson 1to1

SessionM
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FIGUre 4 Forrester Wave™: Customer loyalty solutions, Q3 ’17 (Cont.)

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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Leaders

 › Brierley+Partners focuses on delivering profitable customer relationships. two years into 
its acquisition by nomura research institute, Brierley+Partners is making good on its plans for 
expansion into new markets — it has added over ten global implementations as well as clients in 
non-retail verticals like B2B and consumer packaged goods (CPg). it also streamlined its go-to-
market strategy by repackaging its products into a more modular solution, making incremental 
improvements to the platform Ui (with a total overhaul planned for later in 2017), and tightening 
up its design methodology. But Brierley+Partners’ biggest strength lies in its ability to build 
relationships with its own clients. the references we spoke to love its industry experience, flexibility, 
and dedication to understanding and serving their business needs. With growth and expansion, 
some challenges do arise, however. one client noted that Brierley+Partners often tries to move so 
fast that the quality suffers and/or the communications lag, and others want to see even more from 
its strategic services in terms of customer insights and proactive recommendations.

 › Aimia focuses on making it easier for clients to execute their loyalty strategies. Aimia 
continues to evolve how it goes to market: it totally overhauled its client services group to improve 
alignment of resources and global thought leadership, simplified its pricing model, and offers two 
versions of its Aimia loyalty Platform (AlP) — saas and enterprise — to meet clients’ various 
delivery, customization, and integration requirements. one customer who recently migrated from 
a custom Aimia platform told us that the saas platform allows them to build customizations more 
easily and without too much additional cost. However, while Aimia’s customer references confirmed 
the evolution of product, account services, and strategic expertise, there are still opportunities 
to refine execution. reference clients would also like to see improvements to integration with 
downstream partners, further enhancements to the usability and functionality of its tools, and 
clearer communication about its new pricing model.

 › epsilon delivers loyalty solutions that support the customer life cycle. since the last Forrester 
Wave evaluation, Epsilon has invested in bringing together its collective assets, including 
messaging capabilities from Agility Harmony and data and media capabilities from Conversant, 
into one holistic loyalty solution. the new platform is available via cloud and saas deployments 
to increase efficiency and enable customization via scripting rather than making changes to the 
core code to help with upgradability. Client references indicated they chose Epsilon for its depth 
of experience in the loyalty space as well as technology flexibility and expertise. to that end, one 
client described this flexibility as “we can dream up anything and Epsilon will help us realize it.” 
But while one client reference commended Epsilon’s willingness to go above and beyond from a 
strategy perspective as well, others want to see Epsilon leverage its experience to provide even 
more thought leadership and guidance on how to improve and deepen customer relationships.

 › ICF olson 1to1 delivers full-service marketing agency capabilities. iCF olson 1to1 employs its 
think like People philosophy to guide customer-centric loyalty strategy development; since the 
last Forrester Wave evaluation, it invested in hiring vertical-specific talent in healthcare, financial 
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services, and retail, and developed a dynamic roi simulator. it also increased its r&D investment 
in the platform to simplify program configuration tools, improve usability, and add features like 
embedded reporting and clienteling tools. Clients view iCF olson 1to1 as a valued and trusted 
partner and extension of their internal teams. However, while they appreciate that their provider is 
extremely responsive and willing to go to great lengths to accommodate requests and changes, 
the reference clients would like to see more leadership from the vendor in the form of proactive 
guidance and performance insights that go beyond program health and operations.

 › Bond Brand Loyalty focuses on experiences that drive brand loyalty. Bond Brand loyalty 
offers services and technology products to support end-to-end loyalty and customer experience 
needs, and its dedication to strategy and thought leadership comes across loud and clear. 
since the last evaluation, it expanded its strategy and design services to include program 
performance assessments, design validation, and a “brand loyalty engineering” offering which 
focuses on helping brands coordinate initiatives across functions that lead to loyalty outcomes. 
on the execution front, Bond Brand loyalty has invested heavily in its synapze platform to close 
functionality gaps and improve its ability to deliver the evolved loyalty strategies it prescribes for 
clients. Client references love the unique ideas, analytics capabilities, and insights Bond Brand 
loyalty brings to the table, its ability to “distinguish hype from reality,” and its full-service agency 
feel, but they agree that execution systems and processes are still playing catch-up.

Strong Performers

 › Merkle Loyalty Solutions bundles creative strategy and self-service technology. the 2017 
launch of Merkle loyalty solutions represents the final step in the merger of 500friends’ saas 
technology platform and Merkle’s CrM and services capabilities. Clients we spoke to that 
weathered the transition described it as “seamless” and feel that the two sides of the business 
are well-synched. Merkle loyalty solutions’ investments focus on better integrating capabilities in 
addressable media and CrM, enhancing platform security, and improving the platform’s ability to 
support advanced analytics, personalization, and global programs. Customer references like the 
self-service aspects of the platform, Merkle loyalty solutions’ creative approach to loyalty strategy, 
and the level of its thought leadership. But they wish that deeper insights and critical measurement 
for roi were more readily available and want to see more clarity in the product road map for its 
plans to integrate loyalty and CrM capabilities.

 › Kobie Marketing powers customer relationships with technology-centric solutions. kobie 
Marketing continues to go to market as a technology company focused on “deepening emotional 
and behavioral relationships in a measurable way” via its products and services. to that end, 
it’s enhancing its analytics and automation capabilities, building purposeful go-to-market and 
implementation partnerships, and expanding its loyalty services to help clients strategically drive 
loyalty as a way to get data and drive relevance for customers. several of the reference clients 
we spoke with confirmed that they initially chose kobie Marketing for its technology expertise 
and flexibility, but overall, customer feedback on execution was mixed. on the positive side, one 
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client indicated “extreme satisfaction” with platform capabilities, scalability, and the dedicated 
engagement of kobie’s leadership team. But others indicated weaknesses in depth of strategic 
guidance and account management, citing resource and planning challenges.

 › Comarch specializes in practical programmatic loyalty at a global scale. Comarch’s 
experience in loyalty technology underpins its offering as it continues to grow its services business 
for program management, strategy and design, and contact-center services. it works with several 
multinational clients and can run multipartner, standalone, frequent flyer, and corporate loyalty 
programs. the reference clients we spoke with chose Comarch for its flexibility, pricing, and 
platform functionality. two clients said that the platform met more than 90% of their requirements 
out of the box. references agree that Comarch is committed to client relationships and appreciate 
its ability to accommodate vertical-specific and global requirements. However, some indicated that 
execution leaves room for improvement, including inconsistent deliverable quality and issues that 
could be prevented with additional levels of testing.

 › CrowdTwist enables engagement-based loyalty programs. Crowdtwist’s loyalty offering centers 
on impacting “influenceable customer moments” whether they are related to a transaction or not. it 
offers over 100 rewardable activities out of the box including social, referral, and advocacy-related 
interactions. over the past two years, it has invested in expanding its loyalty platform functionality, 
growing its analytics capabilities, and building out a more robust services offering to support clients 
that prefer to outsource program operations. the reference clients we talked with confirmed that 
Crowdtwist is closing gaps in its industry-specific knowledge and view it as a hands-on partner. 
one reference complimented the account management, stating that it “feels like our project team 
is working on our program only, even while they are supporting other clients.” its platform offers 
strong marketer-friendly tools, but clients want to see more predictive analytics, innovation, and 
platform functionality that supports cross-channel customer interactions.

 › HelloWorld sparks interest with promotions-based programs. HelloWorld’s heritage in digital 
promotions sits at the core of its managed-service loyalty offering that spans both end-to-end 
programs and campaigns that complement existing programs. While its solution targets multiple 
verticals, HelloWorld’s sweepstakes and promotions-based value proposition attract brands — such 
as in CPg and high-tech products — that traditionally struggle to identify and engage their end 
customers. the reference clients we spoke with specifically praised HelloWorld’s legal expertise, 
practical advice, and day-to-day account management teams. since its solution is offered as a 
managed service, HelloWorld’s Human loyalty platform doesn’t provide any self-service capabilities 
out of the box, and overall, its feature and functionality set isn’t as robust as some of its competitors’ 
products. HelloWorld has plans to enhance platform functionality including adding customizable 
reports and interactive program analytics, but clients would like greater transparency into the 
product road map.

 › The Collinson Group bundles verticalized products with centralized loyalty services. the 
Collinson group’s loyalty solution is comprised of the collective loyalty and rewards offerings of 
iClP, Collinson latitude, and Welcome real time. its global client base spans retail, financial 
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services, B2B, and travel. While most of the reference clients we spoke to are using its rewards 
and online mall products to increase online earn and redemption opportunities, the Collinson 
group offers end-to-end loyalty capabilities that go beyond traditional earn and burn solutions. the 
references appreciate that the Collinson group is growing and improving the way it goes to market 
across its various product and service offerings, feel that it’s open to feedback and incorporates 
suggestions into its road map, and are satisfied with their account teams and the value the solutions 
deliver. But they’d also like to see the Collinson group simplify pricing and help bring them to the 
next level of loyalty maturity — focused on engagement and advanced analytics and insights.

 › Inte Q shifts its focus to deliver paid-tier loyalty programs to clients. Change is the name 
of the game for inte Q, which revamped almost its entire business since the last Forrester Wave 
evaluation including: hiring a new CMo and Coo; overhauling its go-to-market messaging to 
focus on creating “customer love”; pivoting its offering from a largely customized, full-service 
one to a more productized one focused on delivering paid-tier loyalty programs at zero cost to 
brands; transitioning its platforms to the cloud; and changing its pricing model. it also launched 
a proprietary Customer love score to help brands track against transactional, emotional, and 
brand measures. the customer references we spoke with find inte Q to be a responsive strategic 
partner, and one client described inte Q’s people as “smart, humble, and enjoyable to work with.” 
But while all of this transformation gives inte Q a more focused position in the market, one client 
acknowledged that the “past year has been really challenging in terms of consistency” due to 
multiple changes on their account team.

Contenders

 › SessionM delivers programs that treat loyalty as an outcome, not a tactic. in the past few 
years, sessionM pivoted from offering a coalition loyalty program for mobile applications to a 
larger, enterprise-focused loyalty and mobile engagement platform. it currently works with quick 
service restaurant (Qsr), retail, and CPg brands on both end-to-end loyalty programs and overlay 
campaigns along with some services to support strategy and execution. While the references we 
spoke with primarily leverage sessionM’s capabilities to power mobile-based programs, its solution 
spans any channel. its self-service tool is designed for marketers and features a centralized 
campaign tool that allows users to address all messages — regardless of channel — related to 
execution in one place and has fully integrated reporting and analytics tools so that users don’t 
have to switch to a separate screen or interface. the clients we spoke with like sessionM’s 
specialized approach, speed to market, and capable account teams.
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supplemental Material

online resource

the online version of Figure 4 is an Excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution. We evaluated the vendors participating in this Forrester Wave, in part, using materials that 
they provided to us by July 28, 2017.

 › Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.
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 › Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their products’ functionality. We 
used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product capabilities.

 › Customer reference calls and surveys. to validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester 
also conducted reference calls and surveyed current customers provided by the vendor.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria for evaluation in this 
market. From that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based on: 
1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate vendors that have 
limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. to evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, 
we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave evaluation — and then score the vendors based 
on a clearly defined scale. We intend these default weightings to serve only as a starting point and 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the Excel-based tool. 
the final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and 
market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and 
vendor strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, 
please visit the Forrester Wave™ Methodology guide on our website.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
Policy posted on our website.

Survey Methodology

Forrester fielded its Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ 
Customer reference online survey to 99 total individuals who are current clients of the vendors 
included in our Forrester Wave evaluation. Each vendor was asked to provide 10 customers (minimum 
of seven). For quality assurance, panelists are required to provide contact information and answer 
basic questions about their firms’ revenue and budgets.

Forrester fielded the survey from May to June 2017. respondent incentives included a copy of the 
published research.

https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
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Endnotes
1 see the Forrester report “the rise of the Empowered Customer.”

2 see the Forrester report “Marketers: leverage Your Agency Ecosystem to take loyalty Beyond the Program.”

3 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

4 see the Forrester report “the Us Customer Experience index, 2016.”

5 see the Forrester report “Brief: loyalty Program Members give Brands Higher Customer Experience index scores.”

6 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

7 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

8 source: Forrester Data global Business technographics® Marketing survey, 2016.

9 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

10 in the 2013 Forrester Wave evaluation of loyalty service providers, we called out the shift from fully customized 
solutions to more productized platforms. As of this evaluation, most of the vendors reported that client migrations from 
those fully custom solutions were complete or well underway.

11 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

12 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

13 source: Forrester’s Q2 2017 global Customer loyalty solutions Forrester Wave™ Customer reference online survey.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES133207
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES136942
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES131003
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES125324
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